
 

General Conditions Camping Les Arches**** 07580 St. Jean le Centenier 
 

Article 1 Contract 
The campsite is strictly reserved to a touristic customer base in accordance with article 2 of the ordinance of 11.01.1993 paragraph 2 which reserves sites 
that are classified ‘leisure’ to a ‘customer base which has not elected domicile’. The present contract is not submitted to the dispos itions of the terms of 
residential leases but to those mentioned in the decree 93-39 of 11.01.1993 and the ordinance of 11.01.1993 mentioning the activity of camping 
caravanning. The present contract is granted at a precarious title  and for leisure only. 

 
Article 2  Duration of stay 
The lodger signing the present contract, concluded for a determined duration, can, in no case, prevail any right to remain on the site at the end of the stay. 
 
Article 3 Conclusion of the contract 
The reservation  becomes effective as soon as the lodger has sent to the owner a down payment of : 
For accommodations : 30% of the total amount due for the rental  + cost for reservation fees + cost for cancellation insurance,  as well as a signed copy 
of the rental contract before the date mentioned at the recto part. A second copy should be kept by the lodger. 
For camping pitches : cost of 90 € by week reserved  + cost for reservation fees + cost for cancellation insurance,  as well as a signed copy of the rental 
contract before the date mentioned at the recto part. A second copy should be kept by the lodger. 
 
 
Article 4  Cancellation of the renting    
WARNING : Any cancellation must be notified to the owner  by recommended letter. 
a) cancellation by the lodger before arrival 
In case of a disclaimer less than 30 days before the planned date of arrival on the site, the lodger is obliged to pay the difference between the down 
payment and the equivalent of the total rental, that is to say the balance, as penalty clause. 
In case of a disclaimer more than 30 days before the planned date of arrival on the site, the lodger loses his down payment. 
If a late arrival is not notified by the lodger before 10 p.m. the day after the planned date of arrival on the site, the present contract becomes invalid and the 
owner may dispose freely of the rental object and has the right to try and rent it while keeping the faculty of turn against the lodger. If the stay is 
shortened by the lodger, the total amount of rental will be due to the owner. No refund will be effected. 
b) cancellation by the owner 
In the event of cancellation by Camping Les Arches, except in the case of force majeure, amounts payed be reimbursed in full. This cancellation shall not 
however incur the payment of damages and interest. 
c) Cancellation and Interruption insurance « Campez Couvert » 
The campsite offers you optional Cancellation and Interruption insurance in your rental contract. Our partner Gritchen Affinity will refund all or part of the 
stay only to customers that have purchased Campez Couvert insurance. In case of cancellation, please notify the campsite of your cancellation as soon as 
an event occurs that prevents your departure, by letter or by email. If the claim is covered in the general conditions (available at www.campez-
couvert.comor from the campsite), please notify the insurer within 48 hours and provide all the necessary information and supporting documents. 
 
Article 5 Right of retraction and Mediator 

a) As mentioned in the article L. 121-21-8, the right of retraction doesn’t apply to accommodations of outdoor hoteling.  
b) In case of an unresolved litigation with a professional of outdoor hoteling it is possible to seize the mediator of tourism and travel: 
www.medicys.fr / MEDICYS - Centre de médiation et règlement amiable des huissiers de justice - 73, boulevard de Clichy, 750009 – PARIS  
 
Article 6 Arrival  
The lodger has to present himself on the exact day at the hours mentioned in the present contract. In case of a late or delayed arrival the lodger 
must contact the owner. The hours of arrival are normally planned between 4 p.m.  and 10 p.m for accommodations, and between noon and 10p.m for 
camping pitches. The hours of departure are normally planned between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m for accommodations and between 9 a.m and 12 a.m for 
camping pitches. 
 
Article 7 Deposit of a bail or guarantee, payment of due and tourist taxes 
At the arrival of  the lodger a bail of the amount mentioned at the recto part of the present contract will be asked by the owner (only for our 
accommodations). This bail should be paid by credit card or cash. After establishment of an inventory before departure, this bail will be returned after 
deduction of the costs needed to repair eventual damages that may have been  observed. In case of an early departure (before the hours mentioned in 
the description), which hinder the establishment of an inventory on the day of departure of the lodger, the bail will be returned by the owner 
within 30 days, except in case of a deduction. The amount due for the rental has to be paid at arrival on the site, the agreed date of arrival is mentioned 
at the recto part of the present contract. At the end of the stay the lodger has to pay the tourist taxes due to the owner. 
 
Article 8  State and maintenance of the rental object 
a) The state of cleanliness of the rental object must be checked at arrival of the lodger. The cleaning of the rental object is the responsibility of the 
lodger during his stay and before his departure. If the lodger can’t carry out the final cleaning of departure, he can ask the owner at least 24 hours 
before his departure to take charge of it, for an amount between 55 and 70 € (depending on the rental object); the owner has the right to refuse this 
demand if necessary. 
b) All the amenities are functioning, except indication of the contrary by the owner on arrival, and any complaint concerning these amenities that occur 
more than 24h after taking possession of the rental object, won’t be accepted. Any reparation due to a negligence or bad maintenance during 
the rental period, will be paid by the lodger. 
c) The rental objects are let fully furnished, with kitchen equipment, dishes, glasses, blankets and pillows, as noted in the enclosed description. If necessary 
the owner or his representative have the right to claim from the lodger at his departure, the amount needed  to clean the rental object (between 55 and 70 
€), the total value needed to replace any objects, furniture or other broken, cracked, deteriorated or in any way damaged materials and materials of which 
the usury exceeds the normal for the duration of rental, the price for cleaning dirty blankets, an indemnity for deteriorations of any kind concerning curtains, 
joinery, walls, ceiling, carpets, flooring, windows, beds, etc… 
 
Article 9 Use of the rental object 
a) For all purposes and if any reparations prove to be necessary and urgent, the owner has the right to give the lodger another place if the reparations 
make the planned rental object unavailable. 
b) the lodger has the obligation to occupy the rental object personally, unless he has a written agreement of the owner. Any offense to this clause 
may cause the immediate cancellation of the rental by fault of the lodger, the price of the rental stays due by the lodger to the owner. The lodger has the 
obligation to live in the rental object ‘as a good family man’ and to look after it. He must assure the peaceful character of the rental, and use it in 
accordance with the destination of the rental object and he has the obligation to assure that the tranquility of the neighborhood isn’t troubled by the lodger 
or his family.  
 
Article 10 Capacity 
The present contract is established for a maximum capacity of persons. If the number of occupants that stay in the rental object exceeds the 
accommodation capacity, the owner may refuse the extra persons or charge the lodger with a supplement of 9 € per person depending on the type of the 
rental object. On demand and after a written agreement of the owner, the lodger may place a small igloo tent next to the rental object for an amount of 5 € 
per day. 
 
Article 11 Animals 



The description enclosed to the present contract specifies whether the lodger can or cannot stay in the rental object in company of a pet. The lodger who 
stays on our campsite with a pet must respect the articles of the internal rules of the campsite related to animals and the applicable legislation. The internal 
rules specify that animals should never be let loose on the campsite or let alone in the rental object by their owners who are civilly responsible for 
them. According to the legislation tattooing and vaccination are required for the access of dogs and cats on campsites in France. They must also 
have a necklet on with the name and address of the owner written on it. The owner of the campsite accepts a maximum of one animal per rental 
object if its size and behavior won’t be cumbersome for the rental object or the other clients of the campsite. In case of non-respect of the clause 
of the description, the internal rules or the applicable legislation by the lodger, the owner may refuse the animal. 
 
Article 12  Insurance 
The lodger is responsible for any damage he may cause. He is invited to subscribe an insurance of the type ‘resort’ to cover eventual risks. Not 
subscribing this insurance will, in case of damage, lead to paying damages and interests. The owner commits imself to insure the rental object against 
the risks of rental which are for the account of the lodger, who must report, within 24 h, any sinister that has occurred in the rental object, its outbuildings or 
accessories. 
 
Article 13 Visit of the rental object 
The lodger cannot oppose to a visit of the rental object, if the owner or his representative make a request for it.  
 
Article 14 Internal rules of the campsite 
The lodger commits himself to accept the Official Internal Rules of the French Federation of Camping and Caravanning and to comply to it during his stay. 
These Rules are displayed at the reception of the campsite. 
 
 Article 15 Image Rights 
The tenants expressly and without compensation authorize the campsite to use on any medium the photos or videos of themselves, their children or other 
participants in the stay, which could be taken during their stay, for the current advertising needs of the campsite ( website, social networks, written 
publications...). 
 
Article 16 Opposition to cold calling 
In accordance with the provisions of the Consumer Code (Article L. 223-2 of the Consumer Code) when a professional is required to collect telephone data 
from a consumer, he informs him of his right to register on the « Bloctel », canvassing list, which you can subscribe to here: https://conso.bloctel.fr 
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